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"laser" 
Light Amplification by Stimulation Emission of Radiation. 

- The first scientist who produced laser was the American 

Maiman 1960 by using chromium- doped Ruby crystal 

The maser and x-ray laser have very short wave length so it is 

very dangerous. 

First: spontaneous emission: 
 

 

When a photon of energy E2 – E1 = hν falls on the atom,the atom 

absorb this photon and get excited  

When the life time of the excited atom becomes 10-8 sec the atom 

loses the gained energy spontaneously without any stimulator and 

goes back to its original state. The spontaneous emitted photons 

have the same frequency and energy of the photon which caused 

this excitation but they don’t have its phase and move in different 

directions  
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The spontaneous photons propagate randomly so its concentration 

decreases as the covered distance increase , so the intensity of 

photons decreases according to the inverse square law. 

The inverse square law: 

The intensity of the incident beam falling on a surface is inversely proportional to 

the square of the distance between the light source and the surface . 
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Second: stimulated emission: 

 

Occurs when photon of energy equals hν = E2-E1 falls on the 

excited atom before the life time is over , this photon pushes the 

atom back to the ground state , the atom loses its energy. Where 

it emits a photon of the same frequency, phase and direction of 

the incident photon.  

The emission photons are coherent and collimated for long 

distance, they are concentrated, and remain fixed without 

spreading and scattering 

The emitted photons move in one direction forming a narrow 

bundle of the same phase keeping their intense for very long 

distance so they don’t follow the inverse square law . 

Characteristics of stimulated emission: 
1- Emission of a new photon with the original one. 

2- The two photons have the same frequency and the same wave length. 

3- The two photons have the same phase and move in the same direction so 

they are coherent. 
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1- Monochromatic: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

laser source emits one spectral line with a very limited bandwidth so 

it becomes monochromatic as a bundle of nearly pure wavelength 

and frequency. 

2- Collimation: 

Where the obtuse angle of the beam equal zero , i.e. the diameter 

of the laser beams become constant for long distance so there is 

no loss of energy transmitted , so the inverse square cannot be 

applied . 
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3- Coherence: 

The laser photons have the same phase and move in one direction 

so the intense of the laser beam becomes very large. laser is 

highly coherent 

4- Intensity: 

The laser rays falling on a unit surface are unspread.they keep 

intensity constant 

Laser rays don’t obey inverse square law (give reason) , so the 

intensity is constant. 

But in ordinary light falling on unit area decreases by moving 

away from source.  
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Theory of the laser action: 

1- By exciting large number of the atoms of the active 

medium until the population inversion is reached where 

the number of excited atoms in the higher level is greater 

than the lower level . 

2- when stimulated emission occurs it will be amplified 

after multiple reflection by two mirrors where the intensity 

increases  

3-Make the possible conditions to make the emitted 

photons move in the same direction . 
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- crystalline solid such as ruby . 

- Semi conductors such as silicon crystals. 

- Liquid dye. 

- Gas atoms (He-Ne laser) , Argon ions (argon laser) or 

molecular gases (co2) 

 

Excitation can be done by 

a- Electric energy by using radio wave frequency or the 
electric discharge by using high DC potential difference 
(He-Ne laser, argon laser , co2) 
 

b- Optical energy “optical pumping” by using flash lamps 

as in ruby laser or by using laser beam as liquid dye laser. 

c- Thermal energy by using the thermal effects resulting 

from kinetic energy of gas . 

d- Chemical energy through the chemical reaction between 

gases gives energy to stimulate atoms ( hydrogen and 

fluorine or between deuterium fluoride and carbon 

dioxide) . 
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It is the container and the activating catalyst for 

amplification . 

there are 2 types : 

a) External resonant cavity: 

 Which consists of 2 parallel mirrors between them the 

active medium is located as in gaseous laser. 

 

 

b) Internal resonant cavity:  

in which the ends of the active medium is polished with 

reflected substance to form 2 mirrors one of them reflected 

100% and the other 99% “semi transparent” to allow some 

of the laser radiation to leak out. 
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The helium and neon gases are used to produce gaseous 

laser,give reason. 

 due to the near equality of the values of the same meta 

stable excited energy level in these two elements . 

Construction of He-Ne laser: 

 

1- quartz tube with constant cross section contains mixture of He-

Ne gases in the ratio 10:1 at low pressure 0.6 mmHg . 

2- Both ends of the tube, there are two plane or concave parallel  

mirrors one of them has reflection coefficient by 100% and the 

other 98% semitransparent. 

3- High potential difference to cause the electrical discharge or 

electric field of high frequency, (the electric charge is the passage 

of the electric current in the form of spark in gases at low 

pressure and high potential. 
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The operation: 

1- The He atoms are excited and transfers to higher energy level 

by the action of the high potential. 

2- The He-atoms collide the unexcited neon atom , this collision 

is inelastic collision so the neon atoms are excited and lose part 

of its energy and transfers to E2 “meta stable” the excitation time 

is about 10-3 sec. 

3- By the repeated collision between excited He atoms and neon 

atoms accumulates large number of Neon atoms in the metal 

stable E2 and the population inversion is reached in Neon gas . 

4- Some of Ne-atoms relax to lower excited state E1 they emit 

spontaneous photons of energy equals hν=E2-E1  these photons 

propagate randomly in all directions . 

5- The photons which propagate along the axis of the tube or 

parallel are reflected by one of the 2 mirrors so they can not get 

out . 
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6- The spontaneous photons  may collide with some neon 

atoms in the still excited meta where these photons 

stimulate the Ne atoms to emit photons of the same energy 

and direction as the colliding photons in such a way the 

number if the photons inside the tube multiplies . 

7- The Ne-atoms back to the ground state by losing what 

ever left of energy in different forms and the He-atoms 

collide again Ne-atom and the cycle is repeated . 

8- The repetition of these processes of collision , excitation 

and collision of stimulated photons with the beam is 

multiplied till part of it can get out through the semi 

transparent mirror . 

 

Note that : 

The previous laser beam has wave length 623.8 nanometer 

in the IR region of the visible light . A laser beam of He-

Ne of wave length 543.5 nanometer can be obtained in the 

region of green light or of wave length 152.3 nanometer in 

the IR region . 
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1- In medicine: 

a- Welding of eye retina where the laser beam is directed to the eye ,the thermal 

heat from laser cauterized the points of detachment(endothermy).  

b- Getting rid of long and short sight and eye glasses. 

c- Laser is used in the optic fibers(endoscope) to diagnosis many diseases and 

operative surgery. 

2- In communication: 

Where the sound is changed to expressed waves then to electromagnetic wave move 

in optic fibers with light velocity one optic fiber can transfer thousands of waves 

instead thousands of wires . 

3- Industry , particularity fine industries . 

4- Military applications : include precision guidance, smart bombs and laser radar . 

5- CD recording . 

6- Laser printing 

 where a laser beam is used to carry information from the computer to a drum coated 

by a photosensitive material. A toner is used to print off from the drum onto paper. 

7- Arts and laser shows. 

8- Surveying. Determining dimensions and areas 

9- Space research. 
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10-Holography(3Dphotography): 

a- The images of bodies are formed as a result of intersection of reflected light rays 

on the screen , the image on the plane mirror is plane or flat without dimension 

,represents only the variations in the intensity of light from one point to point. 

2D IMAGING 

A-if we have two rays leaving off an illuminated object at two points on it ,there is a 

difference in intensity alright (proportional to the square of the amplitude of the 

wave) 

B- there is a path difference between the two lit points and the corresponding points 

on the photographic plate where the image is recorded due to topography 

d-the waves leaving off the object carry information in both amplitude and the phase  

phase difference equals = 


2
 X path difference . 

C-the photographic plate records only the intensity and doesn’t record the phase. 

Plane image is formed which has only half the truth(intensity only)  

 

So the 2D image carry 

So the image is formed as a result of the difference of the light intensity neglecting 

the length path difference among the body dimensioned the plate on which the 

image is formed this leads to  

3D IMAGING 

A- In 1948 the scientist Gabor suggested that "to get the missed information of the 

image by using another beam of the same wave length known as "reference 

beam".the laser beam is split into two beams. One is used to illuminate the object 

and the other is used as reference beam. 

B-reference beam and the reflected beam meet at the photographic plate , the 

constructive and destructive interference takes place 

After the photographing plate is developed ,the resulting interference fringes appear 

coded  this image is known as Hologram . 
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C- By illuminating the hologram by using laser beams (coherent beams) which have 

the same wave length as the used light in forming the hologram 3d image is formed 

can be seen by naked eye this image is erect real image at the same time it is real 

erect . 

g-tens of photos may be stored in one hologram, and obtained images in holograms 

of moving objects . 

Note that : 

This technique is used by David Copperfield to disappear a plane or passing through 

the Chinese great wall . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


